CALIBRATION SERVICE OVERVIEW
––
MULTI-BRAND CALIBRATION AND REPAIR

GLOBAL CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS
Global resources with a local presence.
Tektronix / Fluke has the most extensive global network of resources. More than 100
points of service world wide means our unmatched suite of capabilities and services
are available locally to most of the world's research and manufacturing centers.
Staffed by 1,100-plus highly trained experts, our labs provide custom-tailored services to help you keep availability, productivity,
and ROI high - and total equipment costs low.
• Services for equipment from 9,000-plus manufacturers
— far more than just Tektronix / Fluke!

• Superior quality — 181 ISO/IEC 17025:2005 accreditation 		
parameters.

• Extensive global service network — more than 100 points
of service.

• 1,100-plus associates — highly skilled technicians and
sales representatives.
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CALIBRATION CAPABILITIES
Industries Served by Tektronix / Fluke

Aerospace and Defense

Automotive and Industrial

Communications

Electronics

Energy

General Manufacturing

Government

Medical Device and
Equipment

Pharmaceutical and
Biotechnology

Semiconductor and
Components

Telecommunications

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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CALIBRATION CAPABILITIES
Types of Calibration Performed
Electrical

Flow

Mass

• High Current Test Sets

• Flow Meters

• Balances

Physical
Dimensional

• Breaker Test Sets

• Flow Indicators

• Analytical Balances

• Calipers

• DLRO’s

• Mass Flow Element

• Single Channel Pipettes

• Outside Micrometer

• Insulation Testers

• Airflow Analyzers

• Multi-Channel Pipettes

• Inside Micrometer

• PAT Testers (Portable
Appliance Testers)

• Flow Sensors

• Scales

• Depth Micrometer

• Flow Transmitters

• Weight Scales

• Setting Rods for
Micrometer

• Amp Testers
• Multimeters
• Oscilloscopes

Pressure /
Vacuum

• Oscilloscope Probes

• Pressure Gages

• Power Meters

• Pressure Modules

• Power Clamps

• Pressure Indicators

• Current Probes

• Pressure Sensors

• LCR Meters

• Pressure Controls

• Multifunction calibrators

• Pressure Transducers

• Shunts
• Phase angle Voltmeters

• Handheld Pressure
Devices

• Process meters

• Deadweight Testers

• High Voltage
(Up to 40,000DC Volts
& 25,000AC Volts)

• Tire Pressure Gages

• Audio Analyzers
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• Vacuum Gages
• Vacuum Transducers
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• Torque Wrenches
• Torque Screwdrivers
• Feeler Gages
• Dial Gages
• Dial Indicator
• Pin Gages
• Plug Gages
• Height Gages
(Analogue & Digital)
• Straight Edge Ruler
• Protractors
• Force
• Straight Edge Ruler
• Protractors

Temperature /
Humidity

RF / Microwave

Fiber Optics

• DC to 40 GHz

• Optical Power Sensors

• Chart Recorders

• Power Sensor

• Optical Power Meters

• Data Collectors

• Spectrum Analyzer

• Optical Laser Sources

• Dial Thermometers

• Network Analyzer

• Opticals TDR’s

• Glass Thermometers

• Vector Network Analyzer

• Optical Power Measurement Systems

• Humidity Transmitters

• Signal Source Analyzer

• Optical Spectrum Analyzers

• Infrared Sensors

• Impedance Analyzer

• Optical Attenuators

• Infrared Thermometers

• High Frequency Probes

• Lightwave Transmitters & Receivers

• Temperature / Humidity Meters

• Signal Generator

• Multi-Wavelength Meters

• Temperature Controllers

• Logic Analyzer

• Optical Heads

• Temperature Indicators

• Attenuator

• Agilent OmniBer’s

• Temperature Transmitters

• S-Parameter Test Set

• Agilent Optical Electrical Modules

• -195 to 660 C Lab
Grade Thermometry

• Distortion & Noise Meter

• Precision Optical Sources

• Precision RTD’s
(with ITS90 coefficients)
• Temperature Baths
• ThermoStreamers
• ThermoChucks
• IR Thermography Cameras

• Sonet Test Sets thru 10G

X-Ray / Radiography
• Sensitometers
• Densitometers
• Keithley 35050A Dosimeter/
kVp Readout
• Keithley 35080A Non-Invasive
kVp Divider
• Keithley 35035A mA/mAs Meter
• Unfors 407L Mult-O-Meter
• Unfors 703 Mult-O-Meter
• Unfors 704 Mult-O-Meter

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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ACCREDITATION AND QUALITY
Calibration Service and Certificate Options
Our unmatched quality system and experienced personnel enables Tektronix / Fluke
labs to meet world-class calibration standards. Properly calibrated instruments
maximize ongoing operations for our customers as they provide essential information
about the instrument’s performance and condition. Calibration certificates provide
evidence of service with each instrument calibration.
Calibration Service Options

Accredited Calibration Certificates include:

Tektronix / Fluke offers the following calibration
service options:

oo Calibration test data report

• ISO/IEC 17025 Accredited Calibration: Instrumentation
is calibrated in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025:2005. The
calibration certificate includes reporting of full “before”/”after”
data and associated uncertainty of measurements. The
certificate also includes an accreditation logo.

oo Traceability to National Metrology Institutes or the
International System of Units (SI)

• Standard Calibration (with Data): Instrumentation is
calibrated to specifications with traceable standards.
A full data report is recorded and delivered with the
calibration certificate.
• Standard Calibration (without Data): Instrumentation
is calibrated to specifications using traceable standards.
Out-of-tolerance (OOT) conditions are reported if the
instrument is found OOT.

Calibration Certificates
• ISO 17025 Accredited Calibration Certificate:
Accredited calibration meets ISO/IEC 17025 requirements.
Accredited calibration can only be performed in a lab that
has been assessed to meet the requirements of ISO/IEC
17025 and the technical competence for the measurements
stated in the scope of accreditation (Figure1).
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oo Measurement uncertainties reported for each test point

oo Certificate of calibration with accrediting body’s logo
In order for a lab to issue an Accredited Calibration
Certificate, the lab’s scope of accreditation must include
all measurements required to calibrate the product under
test. Accredited Calibration Certificates are issued by our
competent and highly-knowledgeable professionals who can
provide information on all services performed.

• Standard Calibration (with Data) Certificate
This type of traceable calibration verifies the instrument is
performing to specifications and includes the following:
oo Verification of performance to specifications
oo Traceability to National Metrology Institutes
or the International System of Units (SI)

A Traceable Calibration Certificate applies only to quantitative
measurement instruments or measurement standards.
The certificate must be supported by retrievable calibration
records. Accredited Calibration Certificates are issued by
our competent and highly-knowledgeable professionals
who can provide information on all services performed.

oo Certificate of Calibration
oo (in or out-of-tolerance)
oo Test data report
A Traceable Calibration Certificate applies only to
quantitative measurement instruments or measurement
standards.
The certificate must be supported by retrievable calibration
records. The issuing of the Calibration Certificate is
overseen by competent staff who are highly knowledgeable
about the services performed. A calibration label is affixed
to the product receiving the certificate.
• Standard Calibration (without Data) Certificate
This type of traceable calibration verifies the instrument is
performing to specifications and includes the following:
oo Verification of performance to specifications

Figure 1. ISO 17025 Accredited Calibration Certificate

oo Traceability to National Metrology Institutes or the
International System of Units (SI)
oo Certificate of Calibration
oo Statement of received and returned conditions
(in or out-of-tolerance)

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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FLEXIBLE DELIVERY OPTIONS
Choose from Door-to-Door, Mobile or Permanent Onsite
Backed by more than 100 points of service, 1,100-plus associates and unmatched
capabilities, Tektronix / Fluke provides a wide range of flexible service delivery options
to meet your exact requirements.
Door-to-Door

Permanent Onsite

Prompt, reliable instrument calibration, repair and related
services from any Tektronix / Fluke location.

Our onsite teams perform services with minimal disruption,
superior quality and detailed documentation. A common
misconception is that onsite calibration service costs more
than “ship-in” service. In reality, the savings in time and
costs for packaging, tracking, and shipping make onsite
calibration services costs very competitive.

• Superior quality, accredited calibration services
• Online access to instrument calibration and
certification status
• Repair and calibration services for items requiring
special environmental conditions

Choose permanent onsite services when you need to:

Mobile

• Minimize the risks of shipping delicate and costly
instruments

Satisfies short term or critical calibration and repair needs.
A mobile lab and crew can be dispatched to your location
within days. All work is performed with minimal disruption to
your operation and calibration certificates are printed on site.
Choose temporary onsite services to:
• Obtain convenient, less intrusive onsite services
• Improve equipment uptime, productivity and ROI
• Add temporary local calibration capabilities
• Benefit from 24/7 response capability
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• Maintain ultra-quick turnaround times

• Reduce the cost of your calibration program

CALWEB®: INDUSTRY-LEADING CALIBRATION
AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Reduce Compliance Costs and Enhance Visibility of Your
Calibration Program
CalWeb is an innovative calibration and asset management software from Tektronix.
Used by customers around the world, the application allows individuals from
operations, quality and executive management alike to reduce compliance costs
and gain full visibility of their organization’s calibration program.
Features & Benefits
• 360˚ Visibility
CalWeb provides a strategic window into the performance
of your entire Tektronix calibration program, with real time
information and full asset visibility.
• Global Application
Are you looking to centralize reporting for your local,
regional and global operations all in one place? CalWeb
includes a sophisticated global view that aggregates data
across multiple locations.
• Data Reliability and Security
To ensure high availability, the CalWeb data center is
protected by extensive back-up power, multi-layered
security, and network redundancy and diversity systems.
• Compliance Management
For quality assurance, CalWeb records all data
modifications and notifies appropriate personnel of
changes. For our life science customers, CalWeb is
compliant with the FDA's guidelines for electronic records
and signatures - 21 CFR Parts 11 and 820.

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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THE HIDDEN COSTS OF “LOW-COST”
CALIBRATIONS
A decision to purchase a calibration service, based on price
alone, may result in working with low quality suppliers, hidden
costs, and a high probability of long-term problems.
This overview provides tips on evaluating calibration service
providers, their offerings and explains why the lowest cost
calibration may not be the best value.
Why opt for comprehensive calibration procedures?
Quality calibrations require the use of comprehensive
calibration procedures. These are often available from
instrument manufacturers or other reputable sources. These
procedures specify uncertainty levels for calibration sourcing
equipment as well as pre-calibration steps to ensure proper
calibration. They also define the required calibration points
used to verify an instrument’s full range of operation.
A “low-cost” calibration, however, may be calibrated using
“face specs,” or specifications found on an instrument’s
data sheet or label. Data sheets usually offer only high
and low values, enough to enable end-users to evaluate
an instrument’s range and performance when making a
purchasing decision.
Defined, comprehensive calibration procedures for this same
instrument include calibration points that cover the entire
operating range of the instrument. While there is currently no
regulation preventing the issuance of a calibration certificate
using only “face specs,” metrology professionals recognize
that these types of procedures rarely meet the expectations
of what customers expect to receive along with certificate of
calibration. Be aware of service providers who try to educate
you on why you need less than comprehensive calibration.
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To ensure a calibration provider is using defined,
comprehensive calibration procedures, ask the following
questions:
• Will you show me the procedures you are using and the
source of those procedures?
• Does your quality policy provide assurance that these
procedures will be used consistently over time?
• Are you able to provide full calibration data
and accredited uncertainty for all measurements?

What is included (and not included) in a “low-cost”
calibration?
Like many businesses, calibration providers operate and
compete based on profit margin. “Low-cost” calibrators
are under even greater pressure to reduce costs wherever
possible. Investment in high-quality calibrators, standards,
and personnel are not high on the list of priorities at a
“low-cost” calibration lab. The less time they spend
calibrating an instrument, the less they need to charge and
the more competitive they appear to be on paper.
Commercial calibration labs support a wide range of
requirements, but no single lab can support the more than
100,000 different pieces of equipment that need to be
calibrated on a regular basis.
So, when “low-cost” calibration facilities do not have
the equipment or expertise to complete comprehensive
calibrations, they may consider short cuts, such as functional
tests of certain parameters, use calibrators and standards that
do not fully meet the requirements outlined in the calibration
procedure, or allow inexperienced or partially-qualified
technicians to complete calibrations.
“Low-cost” calibration labs may also reduce calibration
time and increase margins by “shortcutting” recommended
procedures. The most tempting procedure to bypass is
warm-up time. Some procedures, for example, call for warmup times of one hour or more before performing calibration.
Reducing this wait time to 10 minutes saves time and money,
but the calibration integrity suffers.
It is important to have confidence that the calibration
provider has the financial resources, technical expertise, and
commitment necessary to fully meet the company’s needs.
The provider must also have a quality philosophy that is
aligned with the company’s expectations. To ensure this is
the case, ask:
• Does your 17025 accreditation cover all of the equipment
I need you to have calibrate? (Carefully read their
accreditation.)

• Do you have access to a large body of technicians to
advise on proper procedures when you do not have
in-house expertise?
• Do you welcome random audits by your customers?
The calibration provider should welcome the opportunity to
fully review their technical capabilities and quality processes.
How do you know if you are getting a quality
calibration?
To find the best service provider, contact the calibration
supplier directly to fully understand their calibration
procedures. It is a good idea to ask to see a copy of the
calibration instructions for the instrument that is being
calibrated and if they have their own in-house quality
assurance program.
If written back-up is needed for the calibration, then
“calibration with data” should be requested. It is a common
method of providing all measured data taken during the
calibration. If that information cannot be supplied, the value
being provided for the price should be carefully considered
and weighed against the potential hidden costs.
What do you get with a Tektronix / Fluke calibration?
Tektronix / Fluke operates OEM and multi-brand service
calibration and repair laboratories world-wide, spanning
multiple industries and brands.
Our laboratory network maintains the industry’s broadest
range of instruments, standards, procedures and qualified
calibration professionals to maintain products at their peak
performance. All Tektronix / Fluke laboratories are accredited
in their respective countries and adhere to international
17025 standards. These facilities are staffed by technical
experts who know equipment inside and out and follow the
proper procedures when calibrating any equipment.
To discover what Tektronix / Fluke can do for you, call
800-438-8165 today or visit service-solutions.tektronix.com.

• What do you do when you do not have all of the
calibrators and standards specified in a comprehensive
calibration procedure – how do you determine appropriate
substitutions?
• Are you part of a large network of labs with access to the
right equipment and technicians with unique expertise to
best service my equipment?

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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WHY CHOOSE TEKTRONIX / FLUKE
Expert. Reliable. Cost Effective.
Tektronix / Fluke delivers custom calibration services to maximize your asset utilization
and reliability, reduce your total cost and support your quality and compliance
programs. Our commitment to quality makes a difference you can measure.
Expert

Cost Effective

Tektronix / Fluke is your trusted partner. We meet commitments
and exceed expectations. Our reputation for the relentless
pursuit of client success is earned every day through unmatched
quality, innovative problem-solving and continuous improvement.

Achieve superior return on your test and measurement
program. Companies choose Tektronix / Fluke to leverage our
extensive resources, global reach, local service and industryspecific expertise in order to gain competitive advantage.

• Broadest Scope of Accreditation: Tektronix / Fluke
provides industry-leading calibration and repair turnaround
time on 140,000 products from more than 9,000
manufacturers. A scope no other provider can match.

• Quality Assurance: Our proven quality system reduces
downtime, production errors and rework. Those benefits
flow immediately to your bottom-line. Choose from multiple
accredited and traceable certificate options, including
ISO/IEC 17025 and ISO 9001:2008.

• Global Reach with Local Presence: Tektronix / Fluke
has the most extensive global network of resources. More
than 100 points of service and 1,100 highly trained experts
world-wide mean our unmatched suite of capabilities and
services are available locally to most of the world's research
and manufacturing centers.
• History of  Test and Measurement Excellence: For more
than 65 years, clients have turned to Tektronix / Fluke for
test, measurement and monitoring solutions.

Reliable
Shared vision, open communication and proactive collaboration
ensure a consistent “good fit” within your organization. Our
comprehensive capabilities, service delivery and online support
systems are custom-tailored to match your requirements.
• Preferred Supplier to Industry Leaders: Trusted by
more aerospace, defense and life science companies than
any other provider.
• Commitment to Continuous Improvement: Our
application of Danaher Business Systems ensure a high
level of consistency in service through standardized
performance metrics, quality systems and test procedures.
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• 360° Visibility with CalWeb Asset Management
Software: Online, enterprise-wide instrument tracking,
reporting and analysis tools.
• Single Provider: Tektronix / Fluke can manage 100% of
your calibration requirements. Multi-brand focus on test and
measurement combined with industry leading capabilities,
expertise and systems drive costs down. Our custom
tailored solutions support fast decision-making and can be
reconfigured to meet rapidly changing business needs.
• Equipment Uptime: Increase instrument availability
and significantly reduce unscheduled downtime. Fast
turnaround time, consistent quality and expert systems
reduce the need for redundant equipment.
• Operational Focus: Calibration is our business. With
Tektronix / Fluke, you’ll have the best people in the industry
dedicated to your test and measurement program – while
your best people stay focused on your primary business.

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
Tektronix offers an array of value-added services
beyond calibration, including:
Website Registration

Dedicated Customer Service

Tektronix / Fluke allows customers to streamline their
web experiences by registering with the website:
service-solutions.tektronix.com. Benefits include secured
account information, quick access to the most popular
pages, and convenient access to submit an inquiry or view
a calibration resource.

Customer service is founded on relationships while customer
loyalty is earned by delivering on commitments. Tektronix /
Fluke is focused on delivering the superior quality and service
our customers deserve.

Calibration Due Notes
Tektronix / Fluke provides you automated notices when your
equipment is due for calibration, in order to:
• enhance your ability to plan,
• minimize your effort to schedule calibrations; and,
• ensure your equipment is always up-to-date.

Educational & Informative
Calibration Resources
Tektronix / Fluke provides expert information on calibratedrelated topics, including white papers, case studies, press
releases and much more. Some of our popular resources
include:
• Instrument Calibration in FDA-Regulated Industries
• Fundamentals of Uncertainty in Measurement
• Top 10 Reasons to Outsource Your Calibration
• Evaluating Calibration Programs: Factory-Certified
vs. Commercial Calibration
To view our extensive library of calibration resources, visit
service-solutions.tektronix.com/support/calibration-resources.aspx.

SERVICE-SOLUTIONS.TEKTRONIX.COM
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ABOUT TEKTONIX / FLUKE
Tektronix / Fluke is the world’s leading multi-brand service provider of calibration, repair and related services of test, measurement
and control equipment. Delivering unparalleled capabilities and unmatched quality allows Tektronix / Fluke to provide calibration
services for more than 140,000 different instruments from 9,000-plus manufacturers—far more than just Tektronix and Fluke.
Tektronix / Fluke provides superior quality with 181 ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation parameters and has an extensive global service
network that encompasses 100-plus locations with more than 1,100 experienced associates.

Country

City

Address

Phone

Fax

Germany

Cologne

Tektronix / Fluke GmbH
Heinrich-Pesch Strasse 9-11
50739 Koeln, Germany

+49 2219477400

+49 2219477620

Germany

Glottertal

Fluke Deutschland GmbH
In den Engematten 14
79286 Glottertal, Germany

+49 7684 8009 438

+49 7684 8009 331

Netherlands

Eindhoven

Fluke Netherlands
SciencePark Eindhoven 5108
5692EC Son The Netherlands

*31 40 2675300

*31 40 2675321

Netherlands

Nijmegen

Fluke Netherlands
Building A, Gerstweg 2,
6534 AE Nijmegen, Netherlands

*31 40 2675300

*31 40 2675321

UK

Norwich

Fluke UK Ltd
52 Hurricane way,
Norwich, Norfolk. NR6 6JB, United Kingdom

+44 1603 256620

+44 1603 256777

UK

Bracknell

TektronixWestern Peninsula
Western Road, Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1RF, United Kingdom

+44 1344 392000

+44 1344 392267

France

Paris

Tektronix
Parc Technopolis, 3 Avenue du Canada - Les Ulis,
91941 Courtaboeuf Cedex, France

+33 (1) 69 86 81 81

+33 (1) 69 86 82 51

Russia

Moscow

Fluke CIS, LLC
Skakovaya Street 36
Moscow, 125040, Russian Federation

+7-499-745-05-29

+7-495-669-77-64

For Further Information
Tektronix maintains a comprehensive, constantly expanding collection of application notes, technical briefs and
other resources to help engineers working on the cutting edge of technology. Please visit www.tektronix.com
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